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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE

FACULTY SENATE MEETING

MINUTES

Thursday, April 17, 2008; 2:30 p.m.; Curtin 175

I. COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

1. Chancellor’s Report:
Chancellor Santiago addressed the challenge that UWM faces by comparing 2002
and 2006 per full time student funding. In 2002 the General Purpose Revenue
(GPR) gap with Madison was 51% and above the Comprehensives by 38%. By
2006 the gap with Madison was over 100% while the gap with the
Comprehensive closed to 16%. During that time 55% of enrollment growth was
at UWM. Adding tuition to that equation, in 2002 the gap with Madison was 55%
and above the Comprehensives by 25%. By 2006 the gap with Madison increased
to 81% and the gap with the Comprehensives closed to 17%.

These figures are available at:
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/SecU/senate/calendars/07-08/04-17/StudentBudgetComparison.pdf

Santiago rhetorically asked, “How can you grow a research university when your
funding is closer to a Comprehensive?” The gap continues to widen with
Madison and the gap with the comprehensives continues to close.

The DIN request for ten million dollars got widespread support from the
governor, regents, and legislature, but the state is in the mist of a repair budget.
He reminded the Faculty Senate that the ten million is part of the 30 million dollar
request over the next six years and does not include the 15 million dollars that
UWM lost in taxpayer support since 2002.

The freshwater and public health proposals are important initiatives that started
long before Santiago arrived at UWM. These initiatives resonated with UWM
faculty and the wider community. The community wants initiatives in public
health and water sustainability and UWM has responded to its own needs as well
as the wider community needs.

To build a research university under the current conditions will require different
types of partnerships and leveraging current resources as well as making sure that
UWM receives public support and continues to garner state investments.

There is a lot at stake with the BOR discussions about UWM funding. Twenty-
seven million is in the growth agenda. UWM’s component is about ten million
dollars. Any cuts in this budget will proportionately hurt UWM the most.

UWM has raised money. The library had a five million dollar project that was on
the list of projects to be funded, but 1.7 million was given to UW Superior which
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delayed the project. UWM had to raise the money and did.

Santiago stated that there are important deliberations today and that he is pleased
with the quality of the discussions around the proposals. Thorough and important
questions have been raised and addressed. Should the Faculty Senate approve the
two proposals, the BOR and the UWSA will need to be convinced of their need.

He concluded by saying that a member of the Sasaki Group observed that the city
of Madison is a product of UW Madison while UW Milwaukee is a product of
the city of Milwaukee. This manufacturing based community sent their children
to UWM largely as commuters, but that dynamic has changed as the economy has
changed. The university has to adapt to that change as a research university with
a residential base and support the city.

2. University Committee Report: Jack Johnson, Chairperson:

 Approximately one year ago this campus took up the challenge of seriously
thinking about the creation of a School of Public Health and School of
Freshwater Sciences because of the vital importance that this University could
have in understanding and managing public health and freshwater problems.

 These initial discussions lead to the formation of planning committees of
interested faculty and staff, who dedicated themselves to exploring the
feasibility and efficacy of creating these schools.

 Back in February of this year I made the observation that we were facing an
era in higher education when we no longer had the luxury of having years to
plan and implement change. Nor could we continue to live insulated from the
problems the citizens of our community and world face.

 At this time, I also noted that our Faculty Senate would begin a three month
discussion of proposals to establish these schools. At this time the UC
encouraged and challenged all Senators to raise concerns both in and outside
of our Senate meetings. We asked that you articulate your concerns and ideas
to the planning committees.

 Large numbers of faculty took up the UC’s challenge and embraced their right
and responsibility to speak and to be listened to.

 There has been talk for sometime that faculty governance is an impediment to
change, that faculty slow the change process down to a turtles pace.

 To these critics of faculty governance, I say, “Look at what the faculty of UW
Milwaukee have done in a short twelve months”. Look at the level of
dialogue and deliberative decision making. Look at the level of commitment
to make UW Milwaukee a better institution.

 There are few better examples of this then what I witnessed at the end of the
APBC meeting this past Monday. The vote was 8 – 2 in favor of a resolution
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supporting the proposal to create the School of Freshwater Sciences. After the
vote had been taken, a faculty member who had voted no, volunteered to
assist a small group in clarifying and making the proposal even better. Such
cooperation speaks directly and unequivocally to the dedication our faculty.
We ought to be proud. Thank you Margo Anderson.

 The second point that I would like to make is that the UC has been witnessed
the evolution of these two proposals from their very beginnings. The UC is
convinced that the time has come for our Senate to approve both proposals.

 We do so, knowing that neither proposal is perfect; neither answers all
unknowns. But the fact remains that we have before us two proposals that are
sufficient to guide us down the road toward formally establishing these
schools. A positive vote today puts us on the road. We will still need to pass
the UWS, the BOR and ultimately to the State Legislature.

 The time has come for UW Milwaukee to take bold and deliberate steps
outlined in these two proposals. It is time to live outside of the shadow of
others. It is time that we own the sun and create our own shadow. It is time
that we continue to better the lives of our citizens and the world. The UC
firmly believes that the proposals before you will do just that and encourage
you to vote in favor of them.

3. Student Association: Rob Grover, President:
 Rob Grover was not present.

II. SENATE ROLL CALL
Secretary of the University Randall Ryder conducted the role call for the Senate. There
were 29 senators and Parliamentarian Richard Marcus present. A quorum of the Faculty
Senate was present.

III. AUTOMATIC CONSENT BUSINESS
1. The minutes of the March 27, 2008 Faculty Senate meeting were approved as

distributed.

2. Faculty Document 2606. Report of the Committee on Nominations for Elective
Standing Faculty Committees for 2008-09. There was no discussion.

3. Faculty Document 2607. Admissions and Records Policy Committee, Interim
Report, Holistic Admissions Results for Class of AY2008-09 as of February 2008.
There was no discussion.

IV. CHANCELLOR’S REPORT
No items.

V. BUSINESS
1. Faculty Document 2608. Faculty Senate Resolution on Collective Bargaining

Legislation Criteria. University Committee Chair Jack Johnson requested that
Senator Erika Sander present a motion to amend the last paragraph of FD 2608. The
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motion to amend was seconded and unanimously passed by voice vote.

Senator Margo Anderson stated that this was problematic legislation. The original
FD 2608 is a duplicate of a motion that Madison’s Faculty Senate passed in May
2005. In 2006-07 a new bargaining bill was drafted which became SB353 in the most
recent session of the state legislature. Anderson cited the last paragraph of the
Madison document, “When legislation that seems to meet the above requirements is
introduced in the state legislature, a meeting of the UW Madison faculty will be
called to discuss and determine. . . ,” and stated that this did not happen this past year.

In researching this bill, Anderson explained that Jane Weisberger, Madison law
professor emerita, worked on drafting this bill and in September 2007 said that the
bill responds to all the concerns in the motion. So the Madison Faculty Senate by
their silence essentially said that the criteria that are in this motion have been dealt
with and the legislature should go forward. The legislature went forward. It passed
the Senate and transferred it to the State Assembly. The committee in the Assembly
who had the bill did not act on it. In March when the session adjourned, the bill was
killed.

There is no active bill under consideration. If we act on this motion right now, we
will confuse the issue. Anderson said that she prefers that it be kept clean and come
back when a bill comes before the state legislature and then start up again.

Sander replied that she consulted with the UC Chair at Madison, Professor Bob
Matthew regarding the bill, and his response was they have not given any formal
consideration and won’t until it comes out of committee. She also explained that the
UWM UC wanted on record the criteria by which they might evaluate any future
bids. Since the current legislature had not killed the bill at the time the UC drafted
this resolution, the UC decided to go ahead with it.

The amended motion was passed by voice vote.

2. Faculty Document 2609. Discriminatory Conduct Policy (Revised). University
Committee Chair Jack Johnson stated the document was not ready for discussion.

3. Faculty Document 2237 Revised 2. Proposed Revisions to UWM FD 2237,
Academic Approval Matrix. University Committee Chair Jack Johnson moved
adoption of Faculty Document 2237 Revised 2. Johnson presented the document.
The Approval Matrix is a road map of how UWM takes things through various
committees and colleges. Last year it was approved to move the Graduate Faculty
Council under the auspices of the Faculty Senate. As a result the Matrix had to be
adjusted. The UC wanted to clarify the GFC’s role and wanted to make sure that the
APBC was consulted early on in the process, and wanted to make sure that the
process was not hampered.

The motion was passed unanimously by voice vote.

4. Faculty Document 2610. Recommendation to form a School of Freshwater Sciences
(SFS). It was moved and seconded to approve Faculty Document 2610. Rudi
Strickler member of the UWM SFS Team stated that the Water Institute is ready to
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make the next big step of adding faculty including the natural sciences and social
sciences. He mentioned the crucial connection between freshwater and bio-fuel by
pointing out that one gallon of bio-fuel needs one thousand gallons of freshwater. He
also cited that SFS will be a unique academic entity and an enriched learning
environment for students.

Rob Yeo Chair of the APBC stated that the committee passed the recommendation to
approve the School of Freshwater Sciences by a vote of 8 to 2. The APBC reviewed
version 15 and a working group did some additional editing. Yeo recognized Margo
Anderson, Donald Solomon, Jack Johnson, and Dev Venugopalan. He said that the
APBC reviewed the document from a planning and budget perspective. The
recommendation included the following criteria: 1. Fits the UWM mission,
2. Provides a comprehensive planning process for the development of the new school,
academic programs and research and service functions, and 3. Planned budget for the
school is adequate to fulfill the school’s mission and functions.

Yeo also cited some of the reservations from the APBC committee: Having a critical
mass of faculty to form an executive committee of the SFS; timeline for the
development of the school; whether or not the academic staff members would lose
any of their rights in the configuration; and the perception of a top heavy
administration.

Senator Sander asked how an entitlement to implement is different than an
entitlement to plan. Assistant Chancellor Venugopalan explained that planning an
academic program is a two-phase process and includes an entitlement to plan and
then an authorization to implement the program. Planning the formation of a school
includes a document that describes everything in one step including all the details,
e.g., budget, faculty, etc.

Sander expressed concern over some of the details. She pointed out that a critical
mass of five full time faculty could constitute an executive committee. She suggested
keeping an augmented committee in place until a realistic critical mass of more full
time people as a core for an executive committee including the new hires. In
response to the conversion of academic staff and job security concerns, Sander said
that it had been clarified and adequately covered. She also felt that the wording of the
executive committee was too specific and should be stated in more general terms:
“when there is a critical mass.”

Senator Margo Anderson pointed out that on page 16 of FD 2610 (not tracked
version), “When the number of tenured faculty appointments in the School of
Freshwater Science reaches five, the UC, Dean, and Provost together will consider
dissolution of the Founding Executive Committee,” the word “consider” allows for a
decision point.

Anderson stated that her general concern for voting against the document in the
committee was that this is a very big decision and that things have been moving too
fast. Only in the last two weeks have the versions become clear enough to ask
intelligent planning questions. She said that the proposal is exciting, but also
precarious and referred to the proposed budget on page 19. She questioned the
availability of the four or five partial appointments at the Water Institute who will be
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budgeted to contribute to the ongoing development of the SFS while the proposal
works through the legislature and gets approved. In 2009-10 new money comes into
hiring a dean to set the school up. The 2010-11 year shows the transformation of five
or six academic staff scientist into faculty and the academic staff budget line in 2009-
10 and 2010-11 it is cut in half. When this happens there will also be five new hires
and that will be the school.

Strickler said that the State University of Arizona put together a School of
Sustainability last year and it is viable and has synergy and he believes that UWM
can be successful as well.

UC Chair Jack Johnson said he appreciates the feedback, but also stated there is a
global, national, and local problem that needs to be addressed and UWM has the
opportunity to create something unique that will set it apart from other institutions.
There is a lot of substance and force behind this proposal and there is faculty
committed to creating the governance piece and creating this school.

A senator stated that the proposal will change as it moves up the approval process.
The senate is essentially voting for a concept of a school and whatever school
emerges will have to conform to UWM governance procedures. The provost and
chancellor will have to wrestle the budget issues. He also stated that the SFS will not
have to officially be accredited, but the School of Public Health will have to be
officially accredited.

Senator David Petering said that he strongly supports this proposal. There is faculty
all over the campus who has expertise that can feed into this school. The trick is to
integrate the faculty resources together. He pointed out that this is not just a Water
Institute conversion, but rather, it is a new entity. He also brought up the strong
connection between the School of Public Health and the School of Freshwater
Sciences and the environmental concerns with respect to water and environmental
health concerns with respect to water. In both schools there is a need to figure out
how to integrate the expertise and make it open to allow faculty to work together.

Strickler said that the governance system was copied from the School of Nursing.

Johnson said that the UC has been looking at policies and procedures and developing
new ones that will address how to create synergy between faculty across schools and
colleges and within colleges.

Anderson said that one of the underlying concerns is that how to develop these new
schools without sacrificing other parts of the campus.

Chancellor Santiago responded by saying that the SFS has an infrastructure. There is
a faculty, a facility, research coming in, and students. He feels that an academic
apparatus needs to be placed around it in order to get students engaged. Public Health
does not have a facility or an infrastructure but it can be built. A lot of this depends
on resources. It will not help to reallocate from other parts of the campus to support
these initiatives. The growth of 150 faculty over six years largely in the
interdisciplinary sciences and engineering is necessary because critical mass needs to
grow in these areas in order to grow funded research to support the rest of the
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campus.

Anderson asked if reallocation would take place if there was not adequate state
funding for the new schools. Santiago’s reply was, “No.”

The minimum requirement for UWM is $30 million for the base budget over the next
six years to hire people. If this budget is cut, it will delay these initiatives. Santiago
said the real question is the length of time it will take to accomplish these goals. The
message that UWM is critical to the state needs to be put out there. State support is
necessary. The June Regents meeting is very important. The budget repair bill will
be decided and these proposals will be supported or not supported. He emphasized
that building these initiatives at the expense of other parts of the campus will not
benefit the campus

The motion was unanimously passed by voice vote.

5. Faculty Document 2611. Recommendation to form a School of Public Health (SPH).
It was moved and seconded to approve Faculty Document 2611. Steve Percy, Chair
of the UWM SPH Planning Council, presented the proposal. He asked that all
individuals that worked on the proposal to stand and be recognized. Percy
emphasized that the SPH will be the most interdisciplinary school on campus. It will
raise the visibility of UWM’s instructional and research mission and its profile. It
will educate the next generation of public health workers in this country and
Milwaukee, and it will contribute to positive response to public health challenges that
face Wisconsin and will collaborate with the SFS. He believes that governance
helped to improve the proposal.

Sander added that governance really does help in the formative stages.

Rob Yeo reported that APBC has been reviewing various forms of the proposal and
the APBC unanimously passed the recommendation to form a SPH.

The motion unanimously passed by voice vote.

6. Sick Leave Policy Presentation. Director of Human Resources Karl Sparks and
Secretary of the University Randall Ryder presented. Karl Sparks said that last year
the legislative audit bureau found discrepancies in the way that the faculty, academic
staff, and classified reported sick leave. The sick leave benefit translates into dollar
values that help pay health insurance in retirement and this is a great program that
needs to be protected. There is a schedule of workshops that will provide more
detailed information. Secretary Ryder added that there may be discussion to look at
reducing this benefit. The intent of this presentation is for everyone to fully
understand this benefit and be prepared to defend it.

This presentation is available at:
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/SecU/senate/calendars/07-08/04-17/AbbreviatedSickLeave.pdf

The new leave statements and leave report form will be online and sent as an email
each month. The leave statement will go back to July 1, 2007. If there are any
missing leave reports, the leave statement will show zero hours whether or not there
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are actual hours. Each month there will be a leave report generated for every month
that is missing for the current fiscal year. UPG 9 and 10 have a few changes and can
be seen on the Human Resources website or the Secretary of the University website.
The online distribution of the new leave statements and leave reports will be sent out
on April 24, 2008.

The schedule of workshops is available in a handout and is available on the Human
Resources website. The workshop text version is also available on the Human
Resources website.

August 15, 2008 is the deadline to have all leave reports in for this fiscal year. If the
reports are not all in, there will be a carry over limit of six and a half days for faculty
and eight and a half days for academic staff, which is the law that was passed in 1987.

A senator said that the process seems to have become more difficult. Sparks agreed
and said that they have complained to the UWSA. Ryder said that there was a task
force that worked on examining and changing UPG 10 and one of the problems is the
limitation of the UWSA payroll system.

Jay Moore asked if the concern is that leave is not reported in a timely way or is it the
validity of what is being reported.

Sander said that the bottom line is that the legislature wants to see more sick leave
reporting by faculty.

7. Update on Master Planning. Interim Vice Chancellor of Finance and Administrative
Affairs Christy Brown provided the update. The April 4th launch was very successful
and received a lot of positive feedback. The listening sessions will be held between
April 28th and April 30th. The questions that will be asked will be distributed and
also available on the website next week. Subcommittees have been meeting and
doing work on the questionnaires. Summaries will be available soon. Brown also
encouraged everyone to visit the website: www.masterplan.uwm.edu.

Senator Lee Ann Garrison added that all the departments and centers have their
questionnaires and the subcommittees have reviews that have been reduced without
changing content available on pantherfile.

Senator Sander will send the questionnaire link to the senate.

VI. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

VII. GENERAL GOOD AND WELFARE
None

VIII. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 4:12 pm.


